Effect of Silver Diamine Fluoride and Proanthocyanidin on Mechanical Properties of Caries-Affected Dentin
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Abstract

Objectives Inner carious dentin is specified with decreased minerals and collagen cross-links but without protein denaturation. Current minimally invasive dentistry concepts recommend removal of only the outer layer of carious dentin and biomodification of repairable inner carious dentin. The present study aims to investigate the possibility of functional repair of this layer using silver diamine fluoride (SDF) and grape seed extract (GSE).

Materials and Methods Molar teeth with occlusal caries were used to prepare caries-affected dentin specimens for hardness and elastic modulus measurements. The specimens of each test were divided randomly into four equal groups. In the GSE group, the specimens were immersed in 6.5% GSE solution for 10 minutes. In the SDF group, the specimens underwent a topical application of a 30% SDF. In the GSE+SDF group, first the specimens were immersed in GSE and then exposed to SDF. In the SDF+GSE group, first SDF was applied and then the specimens were immersed in GSE. Microhardness measurements were taken at baseline and after treatment. A control group with distilled water treatment was also prepared for elastic modulus measurements.

Statistical Analysis One-way analysis of variance and post-hoc tests were used for statistical analysis.

Results There were significant differences in $H_1-H_0$ (final hardness—baseline hardness) among the groups. Baseline and final hardness of each group was also significantly different (SDF>SDF+GSE>GSE>GSE+SDF). Elastic modulus of SDF and SDF+GSE increased compared to the control group.

Conclusions SDF and SDF+GSE treatment can be recommended to increase hardness and elastic modulus of caries-affected dentin.

Introduction

Dentin caries initiates with dissolution of its inorganic component, hydroxyapatite crystals, by acids, mainly lactic acid. Acids are metabolic by-products of cariogenic bacteria.¹ As the carious lesion progresses, the organic matrix of dentin is invaded by bacterial toxins and some intrinsic proteases known as matrix metalloproteases (MMPs).²,³ These changes cause a reduction in microhardness of dentin. Elastic modulus and intrinsic strength of dentin matrix are also reduced.⁴ The resultant lesion consists of different zones with differences in their mineral content, collagen destruction, bacterial invasion, and mechanical properties.⁵⁻⁸
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Contemporary minimally invasive dentistry approach is increasingly oriented toward removal of only the outer layer of carious dentin, which is infected and considered to be non-remineralizable. This concept emphasizes arresting and remineralizing the inner layer of carious dentin with either solution chemistry or more fundamental tissue engineering approaches. Caries-affected dentin is demineralized and contains a few bacteria. It has been demonstrated that the ultimate tensile strength of the matrix of caries-affected dentin is lower than that of normal dentin. This can be related to the hydrolytic effect of bacterial or host enzymes on collagen matrix. There is evidence indicating that the condition of collagen matrix can influence mineral deposition and dispersion within dentin. Hence, dentin biomodification approaches should be targeted at residual bacteria, repair of collagen matrix, and replacement of lost minerals.

Modification of collagen matrix by potential therapeutic agents should be considered to enhance the stability of collagen matrix. Extrinsic collagen cross-linking agents may increase the mechanical stability of collagen matrix and its resistance to caries progression. Another approach to stabilize collagen matrix is inhibition of the proteolytic activity of MMPs in carious dentin.

Proanthocyanidin (PA) in grape seed extract (GSE) is a natural collagen cross-linker that can improve the mechanical properties of collagen and reduce its susceptibility to enzymatic degradation. This potential therapeutic agent might help in functional repair of pathological dentin lesions.

Silver diamine fluoride (SDF) has been shown to remineralize caries, reduce caries formation, and prevent Streptococcus mutans biofilm growth on demineralized dentin specimens. There is evidence indicating that SDF can inhibit collagen degradation and MMPs activity. These capacities could be the reason for its success in arresting carries in clinical trials.

Biomodification of carious dentin intends to re-establish the functionality of the affected tissue. The new tissue restoration approaches, rather than traditional dig and fill procedures, bring forth a need to understand structure/properties relationship from a biomechanical perspective. The assessment of mechanical changes is often used to evaluate carries severity. Hence, a more appropriate end point to evaluate attempts at dentin repair should be the establishment of mechanical properties consistent with the normal tissue.

Dentin is the major structural constituent of human tooth; therefore, its mechanical properties are major determinants of tooth response to mechanical loading. It has been reported that the underlying soft dentin might compromise the fracture strength of a composite resin filling. Bertassoni et al evaluated the methods used to assess the efficacy of dentin remineralization. Among these methods, mechanical tests provide useful information about the recovery of dentin. However, it has been proposed that available literature does not supply adequate data on this issue.

Microhardness measurements have been broadly used to evaluate biomechanical properties of dentin. Elastic modulus is one of the most important properties of dentin with regard to tooth strength. It is influenced by complex interactions between the ingredients and the microstructure. The present study aimed to investigate whether a synergistic effect exists between SDF and GSE to increase microhardness and elastic modulus of caries-affected dentin. The null hypothesis ran as follows: SDF, GSE, and the combination of these two agents do not influence hardness and elastic modulus of caries-affected dentin.

Materials and Methods

Specimen Preparation

Ninety extracted human molars, with occlusal caries radiographically, extending into the middle third of dentin with no prior restorations, were collected. The patients’ informed consent was obtained under a protocol reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the university. The teeth were immediately placed in a solution of 0.5% chloramine-T and used within 1 month of extraction.

Sixty teeth were used in the hardness test. To prepare the specimens for the hardness test, the roots were cut and the specimens were embedded in self-curing acrylic cylinders. Occlusal enamel was removed using a water-cooled saw (Isomet Low Speed Saw; Buehler Ltd., Lake Bluff, Illinois, United States). The entire cut surface was flooded with caries-detecting solution to stain the lesion (Kuraray Medical Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The outer layer of the lesion that was stained in red was removed with a round carbide bur to reach the light pink zone. The excavated area was visually inspected using the North Carolina Dentin Sclerosis Scale, which yielded category 4. In this category, dentin is glassy in appearance, dark yellow or slightly brownish, with the majority of the dentin exhibiting transparency. The surface of dentin was flattened using 600 to 1200-grit silicon carbide papers and polished with 1 and 1/4 µm-grit diamond paste (FGM Dental Products, SP, Brazil). A layer of nail varnish was applied on the surface of the specimens except on the caries-affected dentin to define the test area.

Thirty teeth were used to determine elastic modulus. In order to prepare the specimens for tensile test, caries-affected dentin area was determined as described in previous paragraph. Then multiple mesiodistal vertical cuts were made through the center of the lesion using a water-cooled saw to prepare dentin slabs with 0.5 ± 0.1 thickness. Two slabs from each tooth were selected and prepared to hour-glass-shaped specimens using an ultrafine diamond bur mounted in a water-cooled high-speed handpiece. The test site was 0.5 ± 0.1 mm in width and 0.5 ± 0.1 mm in thickness, with a cross-sectional area of approximately 0.25 mm².10

Experimental Treatments

The specimens of the hardness test were divided randomly into four equal groups (n = 15). The specimens of the tensile test were divided randomly into five equal groups (n = 12). One group served as control in the tensile test and treated with distilled water. In the SDF group, the specimens underwent a topical application of a 30% SDF solution (Ancarie, Cariostat-ico, Maquira Dental Products, Maringa, PR, Brazil) for 3 minutes. In the GSE group, the specimens were immersed in 6.5%
GSE solution for 10 minutes, which was prepared using 6.5 gr of GSE in the form of powder (Puritans Pride Inc, Oakdale, New York, United States), dissolved in 100 mL of distilled water. In the GSE+SDF group, first the specimens were immersed in GSE solution and then SDF solution was applied. In the SDF+GSE group, first SDF solution was applied and then the specimens were immersed in GSE solution. The specimens were kept under 100% humidity at 37°C before the mechanical test.

**Mechanical Tests**
Microhardness measurements were taken before initial exposure to the experimental solutions (baseline) and after treatment. The specimens were positioned perpendicular to the long axis of indenter in microhardness testing machine (SCTMC, MHV-1000Z, PRC) to record the Knoop hardness number (KHN). The test load was increased at a constant rate to 25 kg F/mm² in 20 seconds. Three measurements were made for each sample and the mean value was established as the KHN.

In order to measure elastic modulus, the trimmed specimens were glued to a tensile testing jig by means of cyanacrylate adhesive (Zapit, Dental Ventures of America, Corona, California, United States). The jig was pulled at a rate of 0.6 mm/min in a universal testing machine (Instron; Zwich, Germany) and modulus of elasticity was recorded in MPa.

**Statistical Analysis**
The baseline hardness values were analyzed with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to investigate the normal distribution of the specimens among the groups. H₁⁻H₀ was defined by subtracting baseline hardness from the final hardness. Normality of H₁⁻H₀ values was evaluated by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and one-way ANOVA revealed significant difference between the groups. The difference in H₁⁻H₀ values among the groups were analyzed with Tamhane multiple comparisons. Paired sample t-test was used to analyze the difference between the baseline and final hardness of each group. Data for modulus of elasticity were analyzed with one-way ANOVA. The differences between the treatments were identified and compared with Tamhane multiple comparison tests. All the comparisons were made at a significance level of 0.05.

**Results**
The results of the mechanical tests are summarized in Table 1. One-way ANOVA showed no significant differences in the baseline hardness between the study groups (p = 0.07). One-way ANOVA revealed significant differences in H₁⁻H₀ values between the study groups (p = 0.00). Significant differences were seen when the H₁⁻H₀ values of the groups were compared using Tamhane multiple comparisons (SDF>SDF+GSE>GSE). Paired sample t-test revealed a significant difference between the baseline and final hardness in each group (p = 0.00). One-way ANOVA revealed statistically significant differences in elastic modulus between the groups (p = 0.00). Elastic modulus of caries-affected dentin (control) was significantly lower than the SDF and SDF+GSE groups. p-values were 0.00 and 0.02, respectively, but when compared to other groups, no significant differences were detected.

**Discussion**
The results of the present study led to the rejection of the null hypothesis. SDF and SDF+GSE solutions were capable of increasing hardness and elastic modulus of inner carious dentin. Although GSE and GSE+SDF solutions increased hardness of inner carious dentin, they could not significantly increase elastic modulus. Hardness and elastic modulus have been indicated to be related to the mineral content of calcified tissues. The reduction in the mechanical properties of carious dentin is due to the loss of minerals. Weight percentage of mineral content was found to determine hardness and elastic modulus of carious primary dentin exponentially. However, porosity that increases with mineral loss is also a determining factor of elastic modulus. Some studies proposed that in the absence of intrafibrillar minerals the mineral content and mechanical properties are not linearly correlated. These studies suggested that a reliable indicator of functional remineralization of affected dentin is re-establishment of mechanical properties. Remineralization of dentin can occur either by precipitation of minerals between collagen fibrils in an extrafibrillar manner or by functional bonding of minerals to the fibrils in the fibril manner. When the gap zones of collagen fibrils are filled by intrafibrillar remineralization, porosity of carious dentin might be reduced.

SDF treatment resulted in the greatest improvement in mechanical properties of carious dentin compared to other groups. This can be related to increased mineral content. Surface mineralization (increased hardness) and functional mineralization (increased elastic modulus) were evident in
The SDF group. This was consistent with previous studies. Mei et al observed a dense granular structure of spherical grains under SEM on the surface of the demineralized dentin treated with SDF. This might be an indicator for extrabril lar mineral formation. Their earlier study found that the microhardness of remineralized dentin increased after SDF treatment. They reported that remineralization of demineralized dentin with SDF causes extrabril lar and intrabril lar mineral formation. Evidence indicates that elasticity and stiffness of demineralized collagen tissue are strongly dependent on the intrabril lar mineral formation. In the present study, elastic modulus of GSE-treated carious dentin increased but it was not significantly different from the control group. During caries process, collagen cross-links break down and expose organic matrix, leaving behind demineralized collagen matrix prone to degradation. Therefore, preserving collagen scaffold is mandatory for repair of the carious lesion. GSE as a natural agent can interact with collagen dentin, improve its mechanical properties, and decrease the degradation rates of sound and caries-affected dentine. It is also an MMP’s inhibitor and reduces collagen degradation. The elastic modulus of GSE treated demineralized dentin matrices showed improvements. Previous studies used completely demineralized dentin matrices. However, the inner carious dentin specimens used in this study are specified with decreased minerals and collagen cross-links but without protein denaturation. Remaining mineral crystals that form electrostatic bonds with collagen fibrils and the distance between the fibers, owing to the presence of extra- and intrabril lar minerals, might restrict formation of more cross-links. As a result, longer periods of GSE treatment may become necessary in order to observe any significant changes in collagen’s mechanical properties. It has been shown that cross-linking degree of demineralized dentin collagen treated with cross-linking agents is time-dependent. There is no consensus on the interaction mechanism of PA with collagen. Four different mechanisms are proposed: covalent interaction, ionic interaction, hydrogen bonding interaction, or hydrophobic interactions. One of the accepted mechanisms is the formation of calcium ion bridges between the telopeptide ends of matrix collagen and hydroxyapatite that dissolves during demineralization. These calcium links are supposed to deal with collagen elasticity. Hydrogen bonding between amine carboxyl and the phenolic hydroxyl groups is the other plausible mechanism of interaction between PA and collagen. Hardness increased after GSE treatment. Established cross-links might increase the resistance of surface dentin to deformation by the load applied through the indenter of microhardness tester. GSE formed insoluble complexes in water. These complexes remained visually insoluble at natural pH. These complexes might contribute to the increased hardness. Pavan et al also observed a well-mineralized layer on the surface of GSE-treated carious dentin specimens. However, they used a remineralizing pH cycling model after the experimental treatments. GSE+SDF treatment increased hardness of inner carious dentin but not the elastic modulus. However, hardness of this group was the lowest among other treated groups. This can be attributed to the chemical interaction of GSE with fluoride. GSE present on the surface of the specimens scavenges fluoride ions of SDF and prevents the complete interaction of SDF with hydroxyapatite. Another explanation can be the “fast” process of remineralization in which cross-linked collagen matrix prevents ion-diffusion into the deeper parts of the lesion. Cross-linked collagen might have limited or no sites for mineral bonding, inhibiting intra-fibrillar mineral formation. As mentioned earlier, in contrast to hardness, elastic modulus is correlated with porosity. Hiraishi et al and Xie et al found that hesperidin and GSE promoted dentin remineralization. This discrepancy can be attributed to the different mechanisms used in these studies for remineralization. They used a pH cycling method that allowed for gradual mineral diffusion into the lesion.

Hardness of caries-affected dentin in the SDF+GSE group could not achieve the values in the SDF group, but the elastic modulus of these two groups was not different. Mei et al proposed the hypothesis that SDF could interact with exposed collagen. This might reduce the affinity of collagen for interaction with GSE.

The results of the present study did not support any synergistic effect between SDF and GSE. It seems that SDF alone remineralizes and strengthens caries-affected dentin in only one step and shorter clinical application time. GSE adds no benefits to this agent because SDF deals with both the mineral content and collagen network. It can interact with collagen fibers and protect them from denaturation. Also, it can inactivate endogenous proteases that become active by the low pH of carious challenge.

Previous studies aimed to investigate the effect of SDF or GSE on demineralized dentin, pH-cycled the specimens treated with the two agents, and then evaluated the remineralization outcome. They did not consider the effect of SDF and GSE solutions alone. This study was the first to measure the effect of SDF and GSE on mechanical properties of carious dentin and a parallel study aims to investigate the effect of these solutions on demineralization resistance and remineralization capacity of carious dentin.

Specimen size and shape and also unavoidable differences in tubular structure and orientation would affect mechanical test results. Moreover, carious lesions are not similar, that is, carious process adds to this heterogeneity. Attempts to simulate carious lesion in vitro were not very successful. Caries-affected dentin created in vitro by demineralizing normal dentin is completely demineralized with empty tubules but natural caries-affected dentin is the result of several cycles of demineralization and remineralization. The tubules are partially obstructed with whitlockite crystals. As with many other studies, natural carious teeth were used in the present study. Teeth with similar caries depth were selected by means of radiography. Caries-detector solution, visual inspection, and a standard scale (North Carolina Dentin Sclerosis Scale) were used to manage the variations of the carious lesions. Nondestructive tests are the best way to study natural carious lesions (e.g., hardness test, nanoindentation test).

It was not possible to measure the Knoop hardness of wet specimens but modulus of elasticity was measured in wet state, which is more clinically relevant.
Conclusion

Within the limitations of the current study, SDF solution can be recommended to increase hardness and elastic modulus of caries-affected dentin. GSE treatment after SDF application was shown to improve mechanical properties of caries-affected dentin but no extra benefit was achieved compared to SDF alone. Although GSE and GSE + SDF increased hardness, they could not affect elastic modulus of caries-affected dentin.
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